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ABSTRACT
This paper examines recent trends in the Pittsburgh Penguins popularity
as weli as marketing strategy, and looks to analyze the effectiveness of the
franchises last three marketing campaigns. A 2011 survey of Penguins season
ticket holders is analyzed to find differentiating characteristic’s in select groups of
fans, while also looking at differences that have arisen over time in fans
identifying traits of the Penguins brand. The franchises last three marketing
campaigns are then examined and the conclusion is made that fans identifying
branding traits are changing over time. The paper concludes with a suggestion
for the organization to modernize its marketing strategy with the hope it will be
better evolved to hit their target market and expand their fan base while also not
disengaging current fans.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania, also known as the “steel city” “the city of
bridges" and “the city of champions” has long been known for its love of sports
and its city’s sports franchises. In a town known for championships and winning
the Pittsburgh Penguins have established themselves as one of the greatest
hockey programs in the NHL, in what may be the greatest sports city in the
country. However, the success of the Pittsburgh Penguins and the popularity of
the sport of hockey in the region have not always been so stable. In a city
where the unquestioned king of sports is a NFL team in the Pittsburgh Steelers,
the long term success of the Penguins franchise is dependent not only on
winning but also on the marketing of the team and the sport in a classically non
hockey region.
The Penguins were brought to Pittsburgh with the initial expansion of the
NHL in 1967 and since that time have enjoyed a long tradition of success.
However, for the first thirty years of the team’s history they remained the one
team of the three major sports in Pittsburgh to not have won a league
championship. Though they didn’t win a championship the Penguins were
traditionally a staple of playoff hockey through the seventies and early eighties.
The franchise in 1989 turned the corner from good sports franchise to one of the
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leagues greatest, by winning two Stanley Cups in the early nineties and making
the playoffs twelve of thirteen seasons between 1989 and 2001. Success on the
ice led to a strong fan base, but the Penguins were classically looked at as a
second tier franchise in Pittsburgh, always inferior to their NFL and MLB
counterparts of the Steelers and the Pirates.

Figure 1: Pittsburgh Residents Self Identification as an Avid Fan
The winning years would not go on forever in Pittsburgh however, and it
became obvious through the franchises “dark ages” between 2001 and 2005 that
the popularity of not only the team but the sport in the region was in jeopardy, in
2002 the Penguins missed the playoffs for the first time in twelve years and had
their worst statistical season, finishing third to last in the conference. In 2003
attendance hit an all-time iow when the Penguins averaged a league worst
11,278 fans per game.1 The lack of revenue as well as years of high spending
on player salaries and other costs, left the franchise facing bankruptcy in 1999.
1 Pens Attendance Lowest in NHL: Tribune Review 2004
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To offset financial woes the team sold assets, and traded away skilled players
which would lead to a decline of talent and popularity for the penguins on and off
the ice. The decline of the Penguins also had real effects for the sport of hockey
in the region, where youth hockey which had seen a boom during the early
nineties and the emergence of Mario Lemieux was seeing a rapid decline. Youth
hockey registrations in the area declined as years of youngsters were not
compelled to get into the sport without the presence of a popular or exciting and
successful NHL team in the region.
in 2004 the Pittsburgh Penguins were one of the least profitable teams in
the National Hockey League, barely salvaging themselves from bankruptcy
hearings in the earlier part of the decade, and having three consecutive years of
over twenty five percent declines in local television ratings.2 Exasperating the
problems, the team was playing in the oldest arena in the NHL and was
discussing relocation to Kansas City. In the four years leading up to the 2006
season the Penguins had four consecutive seasons of finishing fifth in their
division. In those four seasons they also did not win more than forty eight games.
Ticket, and merchandise sales as well as broadcast ratings were at an all-time
low, and the City of Champions was in jeopardy of losing one of its pinnacle
sports franchises.
The Penguins wouid see a turning point in 2005 with the acquisition of a
number of young players. Starting in the 2003 entry draft the Penguins started
acquiring numerous young talents that would become the core of the team over
2 Appendix 1 Local FSN Broadcast Ratings
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the next ten years. In 2003 they selected a promising young goalie in Marc
Andre Fleury. They continued this trend of successful picks whiie picking future
all star Evgeni Malkin in 2004 and impact player Jordan Staai in 2005. These
young players and the excitement they brought to the city led to noticeable and
measureabie changes in the marketing strategy of the organization. With an eye
to the future the team set off to change its image to one of “energy, drive and
innovation.”3 They started to brand themselves as the team of the future, with
the hope that this would expand their fan base. The organization also started to
“target” a market of younger fans, with the hope that this would lead to an
<panded fan base in the future. Instead of competing with other sports in the

city, the franchise used the Steelers as a model to what they wanted to become
' Pittsburgh and started to try to market themselves in much the same way, by
showing themselves as a hardworking, blue collar, championship caliber
"ganization. Penguins marketing data however, would point in a different
direction, saying that though they are connected to the same ideas of the
Steelers the fans felt themselves different and more cutting edge and innovative.
In this paper! want to look at the Penguins last three marketing
campaigns, how they were chosen, and the fans reactions to the, to analyze
whether they have done a good job of reaching the groups of people they say
they want to target. By doing so I would like to test whether the Penguins have
done a good job of targeting this “new age fan” or have successfully expanded
their fan base. Hopefully through this analysis I can then conclude with

3 Personal Interview with David Morehouse CEO Pittsburgh Penguins
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suggestions for the organization which would help them better reach their
marketing goals.
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CHAPTER li
SIDNEY CROSBY AND NEW MARKETING APPROACH
The fortune and future of the Penguins would all change in 2005 when
they drafted what would become one of the youngest and greatest talents in the
history of the NHL. After signing Sidney Crosby, the defunct Penguins instantly
went from a team threatening bankruptcy, relocation, and a declining fan base, to
the most popular and profitable NHL team in the United States.4 The on ice
affect was obvious with the Penguins winning no less than 45 games in their next
four years, going to two Stanley Cup Playoff Finals and winning the franchises
third Stanley cup in 2008. On the ice measures such as the number of goals was
on the rise, but for the franchise the real changes were happening off the ice.
With success on the ice came new revenues and success off of it with noticeable
changes and popularity to not only the team but the sport of hocxey in the area.
With the popularity of the team at an all-time high, the franchise moved to
make long term change. With new public support they were able to agree to
begin construction to the new state of the art Consol Energy Center in 2008. The
move would open up streams of new revenue, as well as increasing pregame
attendance. The team now also holds a league record two hundred consecutive
game sellout streak.
4 Forbes Magazine: Penguins Fans Named Number 1 in NHL
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Since 2005 and the signing of Sidney Crosby the television ratings for the
Penguins on their local Fox Sports Network has skyrocketed from a dismal 2.54
in 05-06 to a 8.17 rating in 2009. The number of households watching a regular
season game has increased from a low of seventeen thousand households in
2005-2006 to over ninety four thousand in 2009-2010. The signing of Crosby led
to an immediate first year jump from the dismal seventeen thousand to more than
forty nine thousand fans in the 2006-2007 season. In 2011 the penguins had a
local rating of 8.68, an astonishing rate for a city that his home to the 22nd largest
television market in the NHL. The Penguins have now sat atop the list of most
viewed NHL teams since 2011 5 Scarborough research data from 2011 also
shows an obvious increase in the number Pittsburgh residents who identified as
avid fans of the franchise and the league.
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Figure 2: Pittsburgh Residents Self Identification as an Avid Fan of Selected
Leagues5

5 Penguins Again Atop NHL in Broadcast Ratings: Pittsburgh Post
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! he increased success and popularity of the Penguins has increased not.
only the number of people who watch the games, but also increased measurably
the popularity of +he sport of hockey in the region. Traditionally not a “hockey
area” youth hockey registration in the Mid-American district which includes the
Pittsburgh area ranks eleven out of the twelve areas in terms of registered
hockey players. However, this district since 2005 has seen the largest increase
in the number of youth hockey players, annually rising at around 4.5 percent.6
Much of this increase in youth hockey has been tied in with the popularity of the
Penguins and Sidney Crosby.7The western part of Pennsylvania has seen a
boom in hockey registration since the Penguins have become more popular, and
this has led to new initiatives by the Penguins to capture this fan base.
The Pittsburgh Penguins have taken a market strategy that by building
youth hockey in the region they can turn the relatively “short term” success of
Sidney Crosby’s career into the long term success by increasing the number of
avid hockey fans in the region, by increasing the number of kids in youth hockey
in the region.
Table 1: Team Performance
2000
'01
‘02
‘03
42
27
23
Wins
28
47
41
44
Losses
28
58
Points
96
69
65
3 rd
Div.
5 th
5th
5th
Ranking
*2004 season not played because of lockout

‘05
22
46
58
5th

‘06
47
24
105
">nd

i-4

'07
47
27
102
1st

'08
45
28
99
2nd

‘09
47
28
101
2nd

2010
49
25
106**
2nd

**Franchise Record

6Appendix: USA Hockey Registrations
7 Interview with Max Malone: Director of Amateur Hockey
8

In the four years before signing Sidney Crosby the Penguins won 28, 27,
23, and 22 games respectively ending every season fifth piace in their division.
Since 2005 and his signing they have won 47, 47, 45, and 47 games and have
been to two Stanley cup playoffs winning the Franchises third in 2008.
Through numerous articles economists have analyzed the “Super Star
Affect” or the question of whether the highest salaried players in a sport justify
that salary relative to the number of goals, assists, points etc, that they bring to
their club. (Lucifora 2003) Studies of the Superstar theory such as the article
published in the 2008 Journal of Sports Economics Local Heroes and Superstars
(Erandes, Frauch, Nuesche, 2007) would have you believe that these type of
players are not worth their incredibly large salaries because their on the ice
production is not that much greater than other players who make far less. Sidney
Crosby himself has been referenced in numerous papers because his in
proportionately high salary does not correlate with his on ice statistics. However,
professional hockey clubs and owners are for profit organization so one would
argue that it is not the on ice statistics that matter to justify a player’s income but
instead the revenue that they can bring to a club.
Sidney Crosby is the third highest paid player in the NHL with a salary of
over 8.7 million dollars a year, accounting for nearly fifteen percent of the
Penguins team salary cap.8 His popularity however, has led to an expansion of
the fan base in the Pittsburgh area. These fans are fans for life and have the
possibility of keeping the Penguins viable long after the Penguins lose Sidney
8 Forbes: Pittsburgh Penguins: A Franchise in the Mold of Berkshire Hathaway
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Crosby. I-or the first time in the history of Pittsburgh sports the Steelers are
being challenged as the most popular team for young people. The 2011
Scarborough study reported that for the first time in team history a demographic
of young people between the ages of 19 and 23 connected more with the
Penguins as a team they support then the Steelers. These fans were in there
formidable pre-teen years when Crosby, Malkin, Fleury, Staal and other staples
of the Penguins franchise started their careers. This group of fans has literally
grown up with their stars and statistics would show that the majority of these fans
would stay as fans for a majority of their lives. There are also obvious financial
metrics which can be associated as gains due to the popularity of Sidney Crosby
as his jersey sales have led the NHL for the last six seasons.
In the 2011 season the Penguins wore loaded with injuries, losing a
number of key players throughout the year. At the beginning of the year they lost
one of their more popular young stars in Jordan Staa! who missed the first half of
the season due to complications from surgeries and injuries in the off season.
The penguins continued to lose players and by the end of the season Sidney
Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Jordan Staal would combine to miss a total of 120
regular season games. Even with the loss of key players like Evgeni Malkin and
Sidney Crosby the team kept trying to win. The team went from the number one
ranked team in the NHL to finishing fifth in their conference. Howevei, the drop
in the performance on the ice had an unexpected effect on the fan base since
there really was no change in how these fans attended the games. Instead of a
feared drop off in attendance fans came out in mass to supports its team, in stark
10

contrast, to what happened earlier in the decade with a drop off of skill The team
continued to sell out, and broadcast ratings over the months stayed stable. Over
the course of the season the Pengiuns television viewership was number one
among the NHL’s US based teams with an 8.68 rating and an average of
101,000 homes tuning in per game.9 This constituted the teams fourth
consecutive finish at the top even though they were missing their marquee
players in Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin for half the season.
For this study the initial research question entails whether there is a
significant difference between people who have connected themselves as
Penguins fans before and after the acquisition of Sidney Crosby and the ushering
in of the Post-Sid era. To judge the different reactions of these certain groups of
fans analysis could be done by looking at the differences between fans who
bought season tickets in different years. It is reasonable to believe that people
who bought season tickets over a decade ago may have real differences to fans
who are now buying season ticket for the first times. Empirical analysis would
allow us to determine whether these differences are real and independent of
such things as age or other demographic makeup.
To do this, an analysis was done of season ticket holders who are new or
relatively new; purchasing their season tickets in the last six years, or since the
signing of Sidney Crosby, and those who have been season ticket holders for a
number of years before the new rise of the Penguins franchise. Using the data
available one could also look at how the franchise is doing in marketing to the
9 Forbes: Penguins Atop Broadcast Ratings
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new age Penguins fan. If there is found to be a definitive difference in new
season ticket holders, is the Penguin’s marketing department doing a good job of
targeting this new market with their marketing campaigns? The Penguins chose
their last three market strategies with the hope of reaching their new fan base.
The marketing campaigns were all designed off a brand strategy which
was selected through analysis and polling on research groups before the 2007
this season. At this time the Penguins leadership found it crucial to rebrand
themselves as the team of the future, and did research to see exactly what brand
characteristic’s fans connected with the team. They selected to center their
branding on the ideas of “energy, innovation, and drive. Energy speaking to the
speed, pace, and passion in the game of hockey. This idea connected to not
only todays Penguins in Crosby and Malkin but also historical Penguins like
Lemieux and Jagr. Innovation, was about the Penguins being on the cutting
edge, bringing something new and creative to the fans, and the idea of drive was
supposed to speak of the teams desire.”6
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CHAPTER II!
EMPIRICAL MODEL
To better understand the Penguins marketing strategy I used data from a
survey of 2011 season ticket holders. Strategic analysis of the data would allow
for a measurement of the effectiveness of the Penguins target marketing. The
survey with responses from over 2,650 season ticket holders covers nearly forty
percent of the Penguins 6900 season ticket holders. The survey was targeted to
find the ticket holders happiness around a number of issues from their feelings
on concessions and services at the Consol Energy Center, to their identifying of
brand attributes and connection and favorability to the Penguins last three major
marketing campaigns. Each campaign was chosen with the purpose of inspiring
and energizing the franchises expanding fan base. Statistical analysis of the
survey, would allow us to look at how these campaigns were reacted towards by
the fans, and what characteristics of the campaigns fans connected with more
positively.
On May 9th of 2011 the Penguins using their email list of all season ticket
holders sent out a survey link to all season ticket holders with a valid email
account. The link which directed them to a survey designed on
surveymonkey.com asked the respondents a list of questions. Reminder emails
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were sent out again to aii users on May 11th, May 17th and June 9th. In the email
the Penguins wrote that
“as an integral part of the organizations future success, your feedback
regarding your 2010-2011 season ticket holder experience is important to
us!”
To entice higher participation all season ticket holders that completed the
survey were automatically entered into a drawing for a Marc-Andre Fleury or
Jordan Staal autographed Winter Classic jersey. In addition to the emails sent
out by the marketing team was a letter sent from CEO and President David
Morehouse encouraging fan participation in the survey and once again reminding
them of the opportunity to win one of the two jerseys.10
The quality of our analysis in this case, was limited by the quality of our
dataset, and the fact that the survey wasn’t put out with our strategic marketing
analysis in mind. Initially the survey was broken down separating groups of
questions and responses that would be able to give data relevant for a marketing
type analysis. The survey itself was given out with the goal of accessing many
different types of issues that season ticket holders may be facing, including
things like arena services, traffic to the game, etc. Questions in the survey
regarding things like satisfaction with facilities, services and concessions were
disregarded for our study, instead for the sake of a marketing analysis, focus
was put on analyzing factors and data such as the ratings of the last three
10 Interview with James Santilii, Vice President of Marketing: Pittsburgh Penguins
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marketing campaigns 1) A Great Day for Hockey 2) Defy Ordinary and 3) Destiny
has a New Home and comparing them to a number of different identifying
variables of season ticket holders. Responses were compared with data from
uestions like the number of games attended, the length of season ticket
membership, and the seat level that those ticket holders reserve. Seat level was
broken into four different categories encompassing people who had seats in the
lower bowl, the upper bowl, the numerous club levels or the loge and suite
boxes Loge boxes are private sitting areas on the upper parts of the lower bowl,
which patrons have club access.
Table 2: Tabulation Distribution for Location of Seats and # of Years Variables
NUMBER OF YEARS TICKET HOLDER
LOCATION OF SEAT
FREQUENCY PERCENT
FREQUENCY PERCENT
GROUP
GROUP
100 Level
200 Level
Club Level
Suite and Loge
Total

779
1708
137
21
2645

1-2 years
3-5 years
5-6 years
6-10 years
11 or more
Total

29.45
64.57
5.18
.79
100

192
535
838
352
722
2645

7.28
27.55
59.30
13.34
27.36
100

These same values were also compared to data from responses to
branding questions such as which 5 of 18 attributes do you feel apply most to the
penguins brand. Examples of these brands would be: Cool, Hardworking,
Champion, Tough, First Class, Optimistic, and Passionate. This type of grouping
question would give us an oversight of exactly what each person’s identifying
characteristics is with the Penguins franchise. In a classically blue collar area
like Pittsburgh this would help us identify how the Penguins were viewed.
Running these brand characteristics against the other variables would also help
us identify certain specific characteristics of groups of season ticket holders.
15

Running this branding against the campaigns also allowed us to look at how the
fans see these marketing campaigns and the Penguins idea of their branding.
This would allow us to analyze what the reality of the fans feeiings are

ative to

the franchises marketing team’s interpretations of the campaigns. It does no
good for a marketing team to come up with a campaign that they feel resonates
the idea of hard work in a community, if that is not the way f!

campaign is

interpreted from the viewer.
Table 3: Breakdown of Branding Charecteristics
COOL
HARDWORKING
CHAMPION
179
1495
1352
7.0%
58.7%
53.1%
PASSIONATE
1122
44.1%

CHARACTER
1437
56.5%

BLUECOLLAR
486
1« 1%

DRIVE
INSPIRING
ENERGY
468
253
900
18.4%
9.9%
35.4%
* Bolded have over 45% resp ise rate

;GH
641
25.2%

FIRSTCLASS

OPTIMISTIC

1263
49.6%

188
7.4%

INNOVATIVE
246
9.7%

ENTERTAINING
8i5
32.0%

CREATIVE
208
8.2%

CARING
415
16.3%

SAAVY
59
2.3%

COMMUNITY
1198
47.1%

T

On initial inspection we see that none of the core essence traits of the
franchises br
attribute
ah

ding: drive, inspiring, and innovation are in the top six brand

nat the season ticket holders connected with. Instead when asked

branding traits the majority of patrons connected the brand with the ideas

o f hardworking, character, and champion. I fee! that much of this disconnection

with the brands could be from the fact the fans view of the Pittsburgh Penguins
has changed since 2007 and the Great Day campaign. The Penguins have now
one a Stanley Cup and are no longer thought of as cutting edge or as innovative
as much of their marketing ideas have been duplicated by other teams.
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While running these regressions I was looking for patterns in the data
which would arise and show a difference in branding characteristics of certain
groups of season ticket holders. Would you be able to statistically show that
people who purchase higher costing seats, view the Penguins differently than the
common season ticket holder? Also would the length of time that you held your
tickets matter with the brand characteristics you connect with? Is it possible that
people who have recently bought their tickets actually look at the franchise
differently than the classic fan? Do people who pay more for their tickets look at
the Penguins, the franchises brand, and their marketing strategy different then
people in cheaper level seats? And also do you see a difference in people who
have bought their season tickets recently, and can be considered “new fans” to
people who have held their season tickets for a number of years, even before the
Penguins were a successful and popular franchise.
Further analysis was later done, branching together groups of brand
characteristics to see whether people who relate to certain brand attributes are
statistically different than fans who may connect with a different set of brand
attributes. To do this a correlation first had to be run between certain brand
characteristics to see if statically significant relationships could be made. By
looking at this we could try to determine if the branding variables were actually
statistically dependent from the ticket holders. Also, forecasted predictions were
used to test whether variables such as seat location, the number of games the
fan attended in a season and the length of time you are a season ticket holder
could in a statistically significant manner predict people reactions to the recent
17

marketing campaigns, is it possible that you could predict with reasonable
certainty what the branding views would be of a season ticket holder with certain
characteristics? This could then possibly help add another layer to a targeted
marketing approach.
To find relationships in the survey data, ordered logistic regressions were
initially run on a number of factors to find relationsnips that were statistically
significant inside the data set. Since much of the data did not result in ordinary
binary dependent variables, or were asked in a way that wouid result in simple
yes or no type answers it was necessary to find a way to study ordinal valued
responses.
Many of the responses in the survey were ordered ordinal responses,
resulting in answers on a scale from 1 to 7. The responses spanned a range of
values from “extremely satisfied (1) to extremely dissatisfied (7)” to “a rating
system from excellent (1) to poor (7).” Though this gives us much quality data to
work with, it does not allow for the classic type cf regression analysis. To control
for the range of responses in the data, I use a form of ordinal regression model
also known as Ologit regression analysis. Ologit regressions would allow me to
find statistical differences in a number of ordered ordinal responses. Unlike
normal regressions, ologit regressions have the ability to control for non-nominal
factors, and would be valuable in distinguishing any type of statistically significant
relationships in the survey results.
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In an Ordinal Regression Model it is important to remember that while you
are able to rank your responses, the real “nominal” difference between each one
of those values is unknown. The values are not nominal in nature in the sense
that a ranking of one is twice as good as two or four times better than four. The
scale only allows you to distinguish and rank your answers from excellent to
poor. For example, a response of 4 would mean that your feelings on the issue
were fair, or neutral. However, a ranking of four does not necessarily mean that
your feelings follow evenly between the values of one and seven since the
rankings cannot be thought of as nominal.
In the ordered logistical model we have data on an x variable that we are
using to explain are dependent y variable. This unobserved dependent variable
is then measured against the other variables to see what the individual response
values are for y. This x variable has numerous threshold points which then can
be analyzed to see likeliness and statistical significance. For example, with a
variable like number of games attended, (numattened) there is a breakdown from
the amount of games people attend, for example numattended =3.
Table 4: Number of Games Attended
FREQUENCY PERCENT
GROUP
Less than 5 games
6-10 games
11-20 games
21-20 games
More than 30 games
Total

115
446
898
695
487
2641
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4.35
16.89
34
26.32
18.44
100

W hen looking at ordinal variables ranked in the way of this data, from

positive scores being lower numbers, one must remember that negative
coefficients actually mean positive relationships. A negative coefficient means
that the next group actually responded more favorably to the relationship in
question then the group in front of it. In this way negative is really positive, as
larger coefficients indicate association with larger scores. When you see a
positive coefficient for a dichotomous factor, you know that the first category has
scores that are most likely higher. For a continuous variable, the positive
coefficient tells us that as the value of the variable increases, so does the
likelihood of future larger scores.

a
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CHAPTER IV
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
After the initial ologit regressions were run a number of results were found
to be statistically significnat that could be considered interesting. Initially I ran
ologit regressions of the three latest marketing campaigns against the three
variables: the number of years the fan had held their season tickets, the number
of games they attended in a year, and the location of their seats inside the arena.
As the survey results show when asked about the 2007 marketing campaing “It’s
a Great Day for Hockey” many people had positive feelings, with the campaign
having the highest average rating and lowest standard deviation of the three
campaigns. Seventy three percent of respondents claimed that they thought that
the Great Day for Hockey campaign was an excellent marketing campaign,
compared to only twenty percent for the Defy Ordianry campaign and twenty
eight percent for the Destiny has a New Home campaign.
Table 5: Popularity of Marketing Campaigns
IT'S A GREAT PAY FOR HOCKEY (2008)
3
4
RESPONSE
2
5
1
119
40
9
1730
468
FREQUENCY
.38
5.02
1.69
73.00
19.75
PERCENTAGE
DEFY ORDINARY (2009)
3
4
5
1
2
RESPONSE
518
364
177
577
483
FREQUENCY
24.62
22.10
15.53
7.55
20.61
PERCENTAGE
DESTINY HAS A NEW HOME (2010)
3
4
5
2
1
RESPONSE
441
274
139
667
683
FREQUENCY
18.65
11.59
5.88
28.88
28.20
PERCENTAGE
21

6
1
.04

7
3
.13

6
98
4.18

7
127
5.42

6
83
3.51

7
78
3.3

When an ologit regression is run on the Great Day campaign against the three
variables of the number of games attended in a year, the length of time the
person held their tickets, and their seat location we find that there are no
substantial differences between any of the groups and their feeling on the
campaign. In a sense, everybody equally thought that this was a good
campaign.
When analyzing the results of the "Defy Ordinary” campaign run on the
same variable; the length of time you are a season ticket holder, you see that
groups of people who have held their tickets for more then five years have
coefficients that are positive, and also can be considered at a statistically
significant level. The result shows us that people who purchased their tickets
after 2005 not only reacted differently then people who had more recently
purchased their tickets but they did so in a strong negative manner. People who
purchased their tickets in the last five years had a skewed positive reaction to the
campaign and so gave it a lower rating.
Table 6: Results of Regression run of Defy Ordinary on Identifying Variables
3-4 years
5-6 years
7-10 years
Length of Mem.
1-2 years

11+ years

.4222222

.276780

.83
6-10 games

.4081655
2.61
11-20 games

2.40
21-30 games

1.73
30 + games

-2017993
-1.72

-.1921177
-2.16

-.195348

-.202268
-2.77

Coefficient
p-value
Game Attendance

Base Year
1-5 games

.136041

Coefficient
p-value

Base Year
-

-2.64

What you also see in the data is that the more games a person attended in a
season the more negative the coefficient of there reaction was towards the
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marketing campaign. For every level of the results, the regression would tell us
that people who thought negatively to this campaign, or the people who were
older season ticket holders, were actually the ones attending more games. In
this way we can infer that fans who bought their tickets longer ago, actually
attend more games.
Table 7: Results of Regression run of Destiny has a New Home on time of Membership
11 + years
7-10 years
Length of Mem.
3 4 years
5-6 years
1-2 years
Coefficient
p-value

Base Year
—

.1644421
3.17

.158167
4.09

.177462
3.28

.162318
3.40

When the same regression is run on the latest marketing campaign, “Destiny
Has a New Home” we see similar results where people who bought their season
tickets within the last year, reacted more positively to the campagin then people
who were already season ticket holders. The largest coefficient and difference
again is happening with season ticket holders between the 5 and 10 year range.
It would seem that this group of people who bought their tickets between 5 and
10 years ago have different presences then people who bought their tickets in a
different period of penguins history, and the results warrant more indepth
analysis.
To control for group size and to add a more definitive time period I created
three new groups to look at the amount of time people were season ticket
holders. To do this I merged the first two season ticket groups into a group, as
well as the next two, giving three destinct time periods: before the rookie season
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of Sidney Crosby, after the rookie season and ten years earlier, before the "dark
ages” of the early twenty first century for the Penguins franchise. To add
groupings that would be more relevant for our discussion, I grouped together
ages with historical significance in mind. The three groups would then constitute
people who had purchased their tickets before the fall of 2000 and the selling off
of much of the Penguins talent, people who had purchased season tickets while
the club was losing games and popularity, and the new age fan who purchased
their season tickets in the recent up trend of the Penguins after Sidney Crosby's
rookie year in 2006,
Table 8: Tabulation Summary of Length of Membership 2
GROUP
FREQUENCY
PERCENT
1-4 years
5-10 years
11 + years
Total

561
1590
487
2645

21.15
59.93
18.36
100

What the results then show us is that in all three marketing campaigns
there becomes an apparent difference in the feelings of the older season ticket
fans, and that these feelings are all statistically significant. For all three
campaigns there our positive coefficients. This tells us that the second and third
groups react differently then the post Sidney Crosby group. We can then infer
that each of these groups were harder on the marketing campaigns then the
newest group of season ticket hoiders. This would tell us that the marketing
campaigns are in fact doing a better job of targeting the new type of fan.
However, it also shows us that the organization is not doing as good of a job
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marketing to the long term season ticket holder then they are the new age
season ticket holder. This is disconcerning since this market of fans have
already proven that they are willing to stay with the team even in situations where
the team may not be as successful. They had continued their support and their
purchase of season tickets even when the team was losing. These fans also
came out to more games, and attended team activities more regularily. This
group of new fans has only seen positive seasons, and has not had to withstand
sub .500 seasons the way the older season ticket holder has. For the longterm
success of the franchise both types of fans must be tapped into in marketing
campaigns. As the original regression shows us it is not these new fans who are
the ones who actually attend the larger amount of Penguins home games.
Table 9: Predictions Showing Probablity of a Certain Group of Fans Reactions to Marketing
Campaigns
GREAT DAY FOR HOCKEY
Length
Excellent
2
7
3
4
6
0.000402
0.001205
0.015694
0.003616
1-2
0.740244
0.047733
0.191105
0.003558
0.047029
0.015446
0.0G0395
0.001186
0.743372
0.189015
3-4
0.01747
0.001346
0.004035
0.000449
5-6
0.205473
0.052748
0.71848
7-10
11+

0.746247
0.711727

0.187087
0.209864

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-10
11+

0.251855
0.227096
0.182887
0.180795
0.203344

0.267122
0.257885
0.234813
0.233489
0.246615

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-10
11 +

0.409131
0.291416
0.266109
0.278968
0.285218

0.293885
0.292955
0.287387
0.290498
0.291798

0.003505
0.046384
0.01522
0.00417
0.054344
0.018041
DEFY ORDINARY
0.13347
0.061244
0.211656
0.144287
0.218055
0.068066
0.165417
0.083083
0.225589
0.083903
0.166466
0.225772
0.155374
0.075619
0.22288
DESTINY HAS A NEW HOME
0.035798
0.077268
0.144628
0.112067
0.055829
0.183313
0.121306
0.061782
0.190976
0.116524
0.05866
0.187149
0.185237
0.114265
0.057216

0.000389
0.000464

0.001168
0.001391

0.033033
0.037213
0.046897
0.047448
0.041996

0.04162
0.047398
0.061313
0.062127
0.054173

0.020585
0.033325
0.037318
0.035212
0.034247

0.018706
0.031096
0.035123
0.03299
0.032019

When predictions are run on the expectations of peoples reactions to the
marketing campaigns and when they bought their season tickets we can also
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make further conclusions This table shows the expected ratings across certain
groups of season ticket holders, characterized by the years in which they
purchased their tickets. As the data shows for the Great Day for Hockey
Campaign you can expect higher ratings from people in the first two groups. For
the other campaigns you see this change highlighted even more with a drop off
from the excellent rating for the Defy Ordinary campaign from 25 and 22 percent
to the newest groups to 18 percent for the 5-10 year crowd before a
reemurgerence for the 11+ group. For the Destiny has a new home campaign
you see similar results with the highest ratings coming from the first two groups
with and a let down of expected ratings once again between groups 3 and 4
before raising rates for group 5, though at a smaller level.
These same type of expectations can be predicted for the three
campaigns across the other variables: number of games attended, and the ticket
holders seat preference. When iooking at the expectations of how the different
groups will react for the variable numattend, we see a pattern where the more
games that people see in a season, the higher chance they have to rate the
campaigns favorably.11 With the Defy Ordinary campaign ticket holders who
have seen more then thirty games are ten percent more likely to give the
campaign an excellent rating. This is seen again in the great day for hockey
campaign where there is a five percent higher chance, and the Destiny has a
New Home where there is a five percent higher chance. In all three instances we
also see that the fewer games that you attend the greater is the chance that you
11 Apperidix3: Predicted Values of Marketing Campaigns
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will give a poor, or lowest rating to the campaign. It is obvious that the number of
games you attend has a significant affect on how you see the marketing
campaigns. This contrasts to the predictive expectation results that tell us that
seat preference is not a factor in predicting whether people see the campaigns
favorably, or poorly, It would seem that whether people sat in the lower bowl,
upper bowl, or club and suite level did not matter to their overall view of the
marketing cammpaigns. This could be do to a number of factors, however the
true ability to test whether seat level is a good indicator of a demographic like
income is not possible with the data available. For this reason we cannot infer if
there are personal financial reasons behind the outcome, or whether people have
different branding preferences from economic demographics.
In the results I was also able to find other patterns that would help lead to
an analysis for strategic marketing. When a simple correlation is run from the
numerous brand charecteristics you can start seeing patterns of certain
charecteristics having similar and paralell effects on certain types of ticket
holders. For example charecteristics like cool, optimistic and entertaining
coorelate highly with eachother as do charecteristics like innovative, creative,
and saavy. Hardworking, tough, and bluechollar, as well as champion and first
class however, have different effects on a different type of ticket holder.
While starting to form these bundles of charecteristics I could start running
ologit regressions not only on individual charecteristics but on groups of selected
charecteristics or bundles. When this is done you see a large number of
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statistically significant charecteristics which allign with certain marketing
campaigns.
Table 10: Regression Results on Defy Ordinary and Selected Branding Traits
Optimistic
Caring
Entertaining
Inspiring
Coefficient
.53775308
-.1959247
.1939281
-.494808
P-Value
3.68
2.44
-3.88
-2.99

Saavy
.5656857
2.32

When looking at the Defy Ordinary campaign we see that there is a strong
correlation between the branding variables of optimistic entertaining, and saavy,
while we see negative relationships with inspiring and caring. As the data would
show people did not connect the defy ordinary campaign heaviliy with the
charecteristics of inspiring, or caring so this is the type of campaign which should
not be run if these are goals of the franchise. Likewise however, we also see
that a franchise which would like to market itself as blue collar or hardworking
would also not want to run this type of campaign, as it is not heavily associated
with those traits.
Table 11: Regression Results on Marketing Campaigns and Selected Branding Traits
Great Day for Hockey
Entertaining
Optimistic
Champion
Tough
Firstclass
.2121736
-.1918708
.4442753
.2476721
-.2095011
Coefficient
2.64
2.15
-2.03
-2.25
2.35
P-Value

Coefficient
P-Value

Cool
.3916809
2.76

Destiny Has a New Home
Inspiring
Optimistic
Champion
.5356321
-.538741
-.204651
-4.20
3.81
-2.72

Caring
-.3215299
-3.21

Saavy
.9139632
3.54

For the other campaigns of Destiny Has a New Home and a Great Day for
Hockey similar analysis was done. People associated the Destiny campaign with
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branding trraits such as cool, optimistic and saavy. However they did not
associate it with caring, inspiring, or champion. With the Great Day Campaign
associations were made with tough, optimistic and entertaining, however not with
first class or champion. For a team that would like to associate itself with being a
champion on the ice, two of the three campaigns were associated negahvely with
this branding trait. All three of the campaigns were thought of as optimistic, and
two of the three had strong connections with the entertaining trait. As would be
expected in a city like Pittsburgh, the most popular campaign was connected with
an idea of toughness and optimism. But what you see from the data that you
would not expect is the negative connotation with the trait of champion.
Two bundles of branding charecteristics were then put together. The first
bundle inlcuding traits which had negative effects: tough, optimistic, saavy,
entertaining, cool and the second bundle: champion, firstclass, inspiring, and
caring. For these bundles of formely statistically significant, variables we now
see that together none are found to be statistically significant against any of the
other selected variables. The fact that these are not statistically signficant
reaffirms are belief that, these character traits and things like where someone sits,
or when they bought their tickets are independent and individual measures.
Other individual patterns of statistical significance were also found in the
data which help pinpoint certain charecteristics of season ticket holders, which
are vital for strategically targeting certain markets. One of these differences is in
traits that, are found in certain seating areas inside the arena. People who
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identified the most with hardworking, or cared the most about this being an
important charectersitic were located in the fourth group of ticket holders, or club,
suite and loge box ticket holders. The majority of the people in the survey,
mostly people who sit ir the 200 level seats identified more highly with the
bluecollar and champion trait.
When looking at the number of games attended you can also find
statistical instances that one might suspect. People who identified with cool
being more of a factor were less likely to have purchased their season tickets
more then five years ago, meaning that the more you associated the Penguins
brand with cool, the less number of games you were likely to attend. On the
other hand a larger number of people who had purchased their season tickets
over five years ago connected with the traits of hardwork and character.
Meaning that if these traits were important to you and you saw them in the
program, you were more likely to attend a greater number of hockey games in a
season. Season ticket holders who had their memberships for longer then
eleven years did not identify with the charecteristics of cool or first class. While
new ticket holders did not associate with entertaining or creative. Every one of
these groups however, associated in a positive way with the energy trait, and the
longer that they were a member the larger the coefficient of the charecteristic.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
Initial analysis from the survey data would point out differences between
the brand characteristic’s which the franchise has determined as the essence of
the brand and what this group of season ticket holders connect to the franchise.
Much of this discrepancy could be due to the fact that in the last three years the
fans view of the team has changed. With the continued success on the ice as
well as the winning of the Stanley Cup in 2008 the Penguins are no longer looked
at as the young and innovative team, but now as more of a flagship type
organization in the league. Many of the marketing uniqueness of the team has
been duplicated in other organizations.
The data would also suggest that there are differences that can be found
in the branding characteristics of season ticket holders over a period of years.
The Penguins have done a great job of not only expanding their fan base, but
doing so in a responsible way that have connected the fans to not only single
popular players on the team, but the organization as a whole. Fans are buying
into and supporting the Penguins brand and there seems to be reason to believe
that this trend will continue over the foreseeable future.
St would seem that the marketing campaigns are doing a good job of
connecting with the new age season ticket holder. Along with the expanding fan
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base, the marketing of this new age group are positive signs that the future of the
Penguins is strong. The analysis of the branding traits would tell us however that
the positive correlation with these fans and the marketing campaigns are not for
the reasons that the franchise may have initially expected. Fans like the idea of
optimism in their campaigns but they don’t want to be reminded of past
championships, or the idea that the penguins be connected to championships in
their marketing campaigns. The fans also don’t respond well to the idea that the
Penguins are the inevitable favorite or that Pittsburgh is the new home of a
destined future. Instead a successful campaign would connect the ideas of
toughness and be inspiring but try to do so in a way that doesn’t make the
franchise feel like the favorite, or the inevitable choice. There seems to be an
identification of people on all levels to the idea of Pittsburgh being an underdog
team even when the results on the ice may not say they are.
A suggestion would be to focus on an underdog approach, or feature the
idea of the team being able through hard work and commitment to overcome any
obstacle. In this way it would make sense to run with an idea emphasizing the
2011 season and how the Penguins were able to overcome their substantial
injuries. Tying in this feeling with an idea of optimism and energy for the future
will have people feeling positive about the team without the downside of the
franchise coming across as cocky, or as the appointed favorite. This is a
marketing campaign that can connect with the new age fan while not disengaging
fans that purchased their season tickets during a different branding generation.
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it is important to recognize the mortality of any person or sports teams. As
the Penguins saw this year injuries happen in sports, and at some point you may
be struck with a long career being struck short. The Penguins first hand have
seen that present success does not always insure future stability. However,
strong marketing now when the team is successful on the ice will set it up to
better handle a lack of success in the future. Increasing a young fan base now,
as is being done, also ensures a stronger and more profitable future for the
organization.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1:15 Year Broadcasting Trend on Local Fox Sports Pittsburgh
2010-2011
8.68
10%
2001-2002
2.50
-52%
2009-2010
8.17
27%
2000-2001
5.24
35%
2008-2009
6.16
4%
1999-2000
3.87
-12%
2007-2008
4.72
31%
1998-1999
4.40
-19%
2006-2007
2.54
86%
1997-1998
5.40
-11%
2005-2006
1.28
98%
1996-1997
6.10
5%
2003-2004
2.50
-32%
1995-1996
5.80
2002-2003
5.24
-25%
**2004-2005 = lock-out year
- -

USA HOCKEY Youth Registration

2008-09*
33,623
51,453
42,115
52,022
30,094
52,333
N/A
34,074
45,185

2007-08
32,688
50,666
41,960
52,371
28,788
51,014
N/A
33,611
44,150

2006-07
32,560
51,026
43,927
52,204
28,642
N/A
56,166
33,968
42,229

2005-06
31,046
50,678
44,586
54,194
28,363
N/A
52,536
33,542
40,801

2004-05
32,408
53,412
44,515
55,121
29,079
N/A
52,709
34,122
41,409

2003-04
33,499
53,811
44,850
56,343
29,490
N/A
52,647
36,020
42,941

11,651
37,900

11,242
38,006

N/A
37,366

N/A
33,326

N/A
32,844

38,752
41,310
37,510
37,640
38,015
38,346
461,594
457,038
4465,975
■sides in the Mid-American Region

38,582
34,423
442,077

35,175
33,451
445,254

ts
n

ns
ain
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08 to 09
2.9%
1.6%
0.4%
-0.7%
4.5%
2.6%

Coach
2,504
3,714
1,777
2,826
1,737
2,765

Coach to
Player
13.4
13.9
23.7
18.4
17.3
18.9

1.4%
2.3%

2,155
2,545

15.8
17.8

N/A
32,769

3.6%
-0.3%

1,005
1,671

11.6
22.7

33,663
33,577
449,610

-3.2%
-0.9%
.9%

2,104
2,037
26,840

17.8
18.7
17.5
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